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I. INTRO
ODUCTION
Growing interest for space
s
mission
ns requiring IR
R detection iss consistent with
w the constaant improvem
ment of IR
detectorss technologiess. Earth observation missiions requiring
g IR imaging
g capabilities have now reeached an
excellentt level of matuurity. IR detecctors future deevelopments arre more driven
n by spectrosccopic capabiliities.
The mainn detector perfformance driv
vers for futuree Earth Observ
ving missions are: linearityy at low flux, low
l noise,
medium tto high frequeency readout, moderate pow
wer consumptiion,…
CNES (C
Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales)
S
is coontinuously pushing the deevelopments too increase thee maturity
level of tthe technologiies and enhancce the key perrformances in the field of IR
R detections fo
for space missiions.

A. IR dettectors main architecture
a
The Fig.11 below displaays a schemattic of the mainn functions off infrared quan
ntum detector.. Classical architecture
requires a detection cirrcuit with a su
uitable semicoonductor material for IR dettection and a rreadout circuitt,
assembleed together to form a hybrid
d detector. Thee detection cirrcuit provides infrared radiaation absorptio
on,
charge geeneration and collection. Th
he most comm
monly used maaterial to detecct infrared waavelength is HgCdTe.
H
The phottodiode is the best detector architecture aas it can be opttimized to pro
ovide excellennt performancee. Typical
pixel pitcch is 15µm forr short and meedium IR wavvelength (from
m 0.8 to 5µm) and 30µm forr long IR wavelength
(to 15µm
m).The resultinng signal is pro
ocessed by a ssilicon CMOS
S readout circu
uit (or ROIC, Readout Integ
grated
Circuit), whose main function
f
is to perform
p
an inttegration of th
he charges, conversion to vooltage per pix
xel and
signal muultiplexing. A CMOS read out circuit takkes benefits fro
om the large library
l
of funcctions. It also offers a
large pannel of architectural solutionss.

Fig. 1: Functional
F
diaagram of infrarred quantum detectors.
d
B. Key teechnologies
The techhnologies assoociated to the detection circcuit are of priimary importaance. The HgC
CdTe materiaal requires
complex but mature processes.
p
Thiis material is grown on a specific
s
substrate (typicallyy CdZnTe to reach the
best perfformance). Thhe tuning of itts compositionn allows a sensitivity of th
he material froom SWIR (Sh
hort wave
Infrared, or NIR, neaar Infrared ty
ypically 2.5µm
m), to VLWIIR (Very Lon
ng Wave infr
frared) waveleengths, ie
18+µm, bby adjusting the
t cutoff wav
velength (i.e. tthe gap energy, photons wh
hose energy iss higher than the gap is
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detected). Substrate removal allows sensitivity in visible domain also. An antireflective coating is added to
enhance absorption efficiency.
CMOS silicon used for the readout circuit must combine good performance and reliability. The important
function of the CMOS readout circuit is the input stage, which, combined to the photovoltaic diode drive the
input dynamic (and gain), noise, and linearity. Different readout modes are possible, such as integration while
read (IWR) or rolling shutter mode. The output stage choice is a compromise between readout frequency,
external load, readout noise and power dissipation.
Finally, the assembly of both detection circuit and readout circuit is performed with an indium bump
hybridization process: this ensures the thermo-mechanical assembly and the electrical contact between detection
circuit and readout circuit.
The main technologies of HgCdTe infrared detectors for demanding space applications are the followings:
-

p/n technology: although n/p technology (Hg vacancy doping) offers excellent yield and production
capability, p/n technology is necessary to achieve low dark current and thus, allows good signal to
noise ratio performance. Compared to n/p technology, the focal plane temperature can be higher from
10 to 20K while keeping the same performance. In some cases, this makes possible the use of passive
cooling. Photovoltaic diode performance and definition should also be optimized in order to reduce
unexpected parasitic dark signal: heterojunction or graded junction structure are necessary to reach
ultimate performance.

-

APD (Avalanche Photo-Diode) technology: the HgCdTe n/p photodiode has the advantage to present a
low excess noise factor when used in avalanche mode. The avalanche mode allows a signal gain at
diode level, which could relax constraints on the readout circuit (the more gain at the entrance stage,
the less the noise of the readout circuit in the noise budget). Coupled to more classical readout circuit,
it is a potential way to improve performance for readout noise limited applications. This technology,
well demonstrated for n/p diode, makes the developments by CEA-LETI and Sofradir in France
directly applicable.

-

Input stage of readout circuit and associated low flux linearity and noise: the readout circuit has to be
optimized to limit readout noise and current leakage. To do so, the most commonly used is the SFD
(Source Follower Detector) input stage which has the advantage of offering very low noise and low
power consumption. This kind of circuit has intrinsic limitations such as small charge capacitance
together with poor linearity, low frequency readout (to achieve low readout without degrading input
stage noise) and poor capability to drive large impedance at output stage level. However, as mentioned
above, much classical circuits may take advantage of APDs. Those circuits turn SFD drawbacks to
advantage ie high frequency readout, large impedance driving capability for the output stage. Another
key development for spatial mission is the hardening of the readout circuit in order to reach a level of
reliability in accordance with mission needs.

-

Large format: detector arrays have to reach at least 1k format. 2k detectors are preferable but need to
overcome strong technological limitations such as compatible CMOS foundry, large substrate growth
and adequate hybridization technology.

C. Content of the paper
This paper provides a synthesis of the main current developments conducted by CNES and partners in the field
of cooled infrared detector for Earth Observation space missions, in order to provide adequate solutions for
future space missions. A similar discussion, focused on scientific space missions can be found in [1]. Section II
focuses on the driving requirements of future space missions. Section III provides a synthesis on the main issues
raised by the requirements. As an example, Section IV gives an overview of current limitation of the existing
ROIC based on SFD input stage. Section V and VI are an example of current development on critical
technologies (p/n technology and large format arrays). Section VII ends the discussion a brief proposition for
future developments.
II. Driving requirements
One of the main requirements driving detector choice is the flux range reaching the detector, which depends on
the instrument concept, spectral band and resolution. Indeed, together with the integration time, this requirement
gives the amount of charges at pixel level the detector needs to be able to integrate but also the part of dark
signal acceptable in order not to be dominated by non-useful signal.
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The amount of charges that can be integrated depends on the input capacitance of the detector. Beyond this,
flux ranges impact the needs in terms of noises to meet the signal to noise ratio requirement. In particular,
readout noise can be the main contributor to the signal to noise ratio when measuring low signal level.
To illustrate, this section focuses on an example: the Microcarb mission [2]. This mission aims at measure
vertically integrated carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration from a space observatory in Low Earth Orbit. The
CO2 concentration will be retrieved by measurements of the absorption of reflected sunlight by CO2. The
payload consists in a passive spectrometer. The observation is in several narrow spectral windows in addition
with dispersive optics providing high spectral resolution that results in low signal at pixel level. Mission’s
measurement accuracy is driven by the tiny variability in the CO2 column, variations being around +/- 1ppm out
of 380ppm. Beyond signal to noise ratio, one of the main issue for this type of instrument is linearity which is
considered as a bias that cannot be corrected and impacts the measurement accuracy.
To quantify, the low signal levels of Microcarb mission are in between 1500 and 50 000 electrons/pixel for
around 1s integration time. Taking into account a typical flux range of 10 000é/s and an integration time of 1s,
to be photon limited, the total noise should be around 100 electrons. Considering a total noise of 120 electrons
and allowing equal budget for dark signal noise and readout noise implies 50 electrons per contributor, that is to
say, an allocation of 50 electrons for readout noise and 2500 electrons/s for dark signal.
III. Main issues
A. CMOS Readout Circuit
Two types of input stage are mainly used for low flux applications: the SFD and the CTIA (Capacitive Trans
Impedance Amplifier), see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 SFD input circuit: the signal is integrated in the photodiode capacitance. After reset, and during
integration, the detection node is isolated (left) and CTIA input circuit: the signal (input current) is integrated on
a capacitance adjusted by design (right)

As a first approach, the consequence of the two input stages on the ROIC performance is given in Table 1. One
can stress the fact that each one of the solution consistently result in a coherent set of performance.
Performance
Noise without
CDS(*)

SFD
15-20e- rms typ.

CTIA
30-100 é rms

Flux range
Charge capacity

0.01 e-/s/pixel to
<104 e-/s/pixel
< 105 e- typ.

few 104e-/s/pixel to
few 108 e-/s/pixel typ.
105 e- to 106e- typ.

Readout frequency

up to 500 kHz

up to 20 MHz

Power dissipation
1 mW typ.
(*) CDS: correlated double sampling

50-150mW
Table 1

comments
The noise figure can be lowered with
CDS(*) or multiple (and nondestructive) readout. Few e- rms
noise can be reached with SFD
See discussion below for CTIA
Charge capacity depends on the
photodiode wavelength detection
range for SFD
SFD ROIC drive an output
capacitance of ~2pF, whereas CTIA
ROIC can drive ~100 pF capacitance.
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The mainn intrinsic limitation of the SFD input cirrcuit is the relaatively small integration
i
cappacity (associiated with
a large pootential offsett dispersion). This
T limits its use for mediu
um input fluxees. The architeecture is comp
patible
with the iimplementatioon of an outpu
ut amplifier w
with a cost on the
t power disssipation. Somee specific stud
dy have
been perfformed to asseess the limitattions of SFD R
ROIC: a discu
ussion is preseented section IIV.
The main
n limitation of
o the CTIA based
b
ROIC iss it compatibillity with inputt fluxes in thee range few 10
02 to 103
e-/s/pixell. It is still an open issue wh
hether a glow (self-parasiticc light) from the ROIC itsellf and/or curreent
leakage eeffects can afffect the performance, eitherr by degrading
g the noise bud
dget (parasiticc flux), or the linearity
at very loow level (floorr/threshold eff
ffect,…).
B. APD
D
In APD ((Avalanche Phhoto-Diode) mode,
m
the phottodiode is biassed in avalancche mode. In tthis case, the photop
generatedd charge, and the thermally generated (thhe dark signal)) charge in thee absorbing reegion of the ph
hotodiode
are ampliified, by the electric
e
filed in
n the depletedd region of the photodiode (n
note that thosee charge reach
h the
depleted region by difffusion). The G-R
G componennt of the dark signal is partiially amplifiedd in the depletted
region. T
The amplification factor is classically
c
noteed M. As show
wn in Fig.3, th
he higher the cutoff waveleength of
the HgCddTe material, the higher thee gain. A recennt solution im
mplemented by
y Leonardo (U
UK) is, for a giiven gap
(and hencce a given cuttoff wavelengtth) in the absoorbing layer, to
t increase thee gap in the am
mplification reegion (the
depleted region), in order to increase the gain [3]..

nction of reverrse bias of the photodiode, and
a material ccutoff wavelen
ngth
Figg. 3: APD gainn (M) as a fun
namely at phottodiode
The mainn advantage off the technic is to provide a gain at the first stage of the detection, na
level, whhich has the efffects to lowerr the other noiise contributorrs of the differrent stages (R
ROIC noise, electronics
noise, etcc…), as expressed in electro
ons.
The mainn issues are thhe following:
- Reliability isssue: the reliability of the AP
PD needs to be assessed beffore it can be used for a spaace
application. This
T includes: APD photodiiode stability performance
p
during
d
lifetimee (mainly ageing),
sensitivity to radiation enviironment, etc…
…
- Performance: recent demo
onstrations of tthe use of APD and SFD in
nput stage havve evidenced
performancess well adapted
d to photon couunting at high
h frame (in this case a buffeered output is
implemented on the ROIC,, and a cryogeenic amplifier is coupled to the detector). The applicatiion for
which this sollution has beeen developed iis ground baseed adaptive op
ptics [4]. APD
D dark signal is
i a
limitation for long integratiion time for ddemanding scientific applicaation, as the n/
n/p technology
y has a
lower perform
mance comparred to the p/n ttechnology (see section E below).
b
The peerformance off APD
and CTIA inpput is potentially subject to CTIA limitatiions [4], as ideentified in secction A.
C. Deteector cosmeticcs and defects
Cosmeticcs and defectss are mainly due
d to the deteection circuit, and are relateed to materiall defects. Otheer kind of
defectivee pixel is “harrd” defects, mainly
m
due to hhybridization process. Finaally, the ROIC
C can also con
ntribute to
defect buudget.
Criteria hhave to be fineely tuned in orrder to classify
fy the defects:
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For hard defe
fect, the criterria are relativeely straightfo
orward. Pixelss outside the 10%-90% ressponsivity
range represeent generally a small fractionn of defectivee pixels (ie less than 0.1%).
The most com
mmon populaation of defecttive pixels caan be classifieed as low freqquency noise pixels, or
potential RTS
S noise pixels. This popullation usually
y represents few
fe percents oof the total number
n
of
pixels. Althouugh low frequ
uency noise piixels affect the signal to noise performannce, RTS noisse is much
more difficultt to assess, as it can result inn spatial noisee features.
Another sourrce of defect is related too spatial noise, i.e. pixels which presennt some resid
dual after
calibration. The
T fraction off such pixel is usually quite small, and lesss than 0.1%.

There arre continuouss improvemen
nts on detecttor material in order to minimize
m
thee material deefects and
cosmetics. However, thhe best mitigaation technics to fulfill the stringent
s
requ
uirements of sppace missionss, together
with the radiation enviironment impact, is currenttly to implemeent pixel deseelection at RO
OIC level when
never it is
possible.
D. A/R coating vs speectral coverag
ge
To improove detection efficiency,
e
An
nti Reflective Coating (ARC
C) is deposited
d at the backsside of the deteector.
ARC is aalso a way to reduce
r
reflectiivity on the deetector surfacee. Indeed, paraasitic light is ttracked on eveery optic
part of thhe instrument in
i the objectiv
ve to lower it tto avoid parassitic signal. Monolayer
M
quatterwave ARC
C is
mainly used and is parrt of the standaard process off detector man
nufacture. This type of ARC
C allows detecction
3
and below 5% reflectiivity but in naarrow spectral band, below 5500nm width. For
efficiencyy increase of 30%
applicatioon like Microcarb described
d in section III, instrument concept
c
used only
o one detecctor for the diffferent
spectral bbands of intereest, which meeans that the saame detector has
h to be perfo
formant in deteection efficien
ncy and
reflectiviity from 0.7µm
m to 2.5µm. To
T achieve thiss goal, multilaayer ARC coating is foreseeen (see Fig.4 extracted
e
from [6],, ESA developpment). The isssue is that muultilayer ARC
C deposition sh
hall not impacct detector
performaances so proceesses (temperaature in particuular) and hand
dling are very critical.

Fig. 4. Multiilayer Anti Reeflective Coatiingreflectivity
y performancee
E. p/n pphotodiode
The scheematic for a p//n photodiodess is given Fig.. 5. The main challenge is to decouple thhe absorbing reegion
from the depleted regioon. The perforrmance driverr is a low dark
k current (diffu
usion limited)) together with
h a high
sensitivitty and a low number
n
of defeective pixels. The definition
n of the photodiode has to ccancel or miniimize
contributtors which deggrade the perfformances i.e.ddepleted regio
on defect (G-R
R current contr
tribution) and surface
defects frrom interfacess. Good perforrmance requirres finely adju
usted processees to get the beest definition of the
photodiode.

PP
HgCdT
Te

N

CdZnT
Te

Fig. 5 p/nn photodiode schematic.
s
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IV. SFD limitations foor Earth observ
vation
SFD seem
ms to be a greeat solution fo
or low signal levels. As an example, the Microcarb m
mission is targeeted to be
compatibble with microosatellite platfform. In this oobjective, the instrument iss not actively cooled and operates
o
at
150K. SF
FD detectors are
a mainly useed for astronoomical applicaations that opeerate below 800K. That is wh
hy, CNES
decided tto conduct a study
s
on SFD detector perfformances at high
h
temperatture at IPNL. The main perrformance
that was expected to be
b degraded with
w the tempperature increaase was the op
perability witth the apparitiion of hot
pixels annd even clusterrs of hot pixells. The study w
was realized in
n the range off 100K – 180K
K. In order to guarantee
linear behhaviour in thee upper dynam
mic, photodiodde bias design
ned as Vsub-V
Vreset on wass increased. Despite
D
the
confirmaation that offset dispersion increases witth temperaturee and lower th
he total dynam
mic, this stud
dy showed
that dark current at 1500K does not generates
g
big cclusters as exp
pected (see Fig.6).

Fiig. 6: Dark current on SFD detector at 10
00K (left ) and
d at 150K (righht)
a high tempeerature can bee acceptable but
b signal
To concllude on SFD limitations, itt seems that ddark current at
dynamic range is limiited. Along with
w low frequuency readout,, SFD is not naturally
n
adappted for mediium range
fluxes annd high readouut frame. Anotther issue to kkeep in mind is
i the persisten
nce phenomennon that is obsserved for
very low
w signal astronnomical appliccations. The iimpact of this persistance should
s
be anal
alyzed for high
her fluxes
range likke in Earth obsservation and planetary appplications. In the
t 103 to 104 e-/s/pixel, CT
TIA input circcuit would
be a prefferred solutionn, but we stilll need to adddress the limittations pointed
d in section II
III.A: floor or threshold
effects, R
ROIC glow,…
…
V. p/n phhotodiode techhnology from SWIR to VLW
WIR
Some ressults have beeen presented in
n previous papper. The purp
pose of this section is to proovide a syntheesis of the
past deveelopments. Ass criteria of performance
p
eevaluation, thee rule07 and the diffusion current limit are used.
The rule07 has been set as a reference by Telledyne (US): although the rule is an em
mpirical law based on
measurem
ments on deteectors fabricatted by Teledyyne, it providees the state-off-the art perfoormance for daark signal
with p/n photodiode teechnology. Th
he diffusion ccurrent limit demonstrates
d
that
t
the diodee is limited by
y intrinsic
physical phenomenon rather than material
m
and dioode imperfecttions.
For earthh observation, developments of SWIR tecchnology for high
h
focal plaane temperaturre have been done.
d
The
goal is tto develop detectors
d
that can be operrated at high
h temperatures in spacecraafts where th
he system
constrainnts (orbit, maass, electrical power, voluume, weight,…
…) prevent cooling
c
the ddetectors dow
wn to low
temperatuures. The perrformance driivers are to llower the darrk current and the amountt of defectivee pixel at
temperatuures above 1550K. G-R conttribution to thhe dark signal has to be minimized so thatt the diode daark current
is diffusion current lim
mited. Results are given Figg. 7, from [5].
In the fraame of CNES R&T activitiees, VLWIR w
was developed
d first based on
n p-on-n technnology (2005)) and then
p-on-n teechnology was introduced at
a CEA-LETII since 2011 for
f VLWIR. These
T
activitiees showed thaat VLWIR
is very seensitive to anyy default in the process duee to the small gap
g of HgCdT
Te material. Thhis implies, ev
very issue
encounteered at lower wavelength
w
haas to be masteered before trrying to adapt the technologgy to VLWIR
R. State of
the art daark current haas been achieved during thhe latest devellopment (see Fig.8) but opperability and yield are
still to bee improved [8].
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Fig. 7. SW
WIR band p/nn technology: Dark current measurementt at CEA/LETI and compariison to the staate-of-theart and prrevious workss. See [5].

Fig. 8: R
R0A product vs.
v cutoff wavelength for vaarious architecctures: n-on-p
p doped by Hgg vacancies orr extrinsic
species aand p-on-n arrchitectures fo
ound in literaature. Plain line correspond
ds to n-on-p diffusion mo
odel while
dashed liine indicates Rule07
R
law. Seee [8].
VI. Largee Format Arraays developmeents
The devvelopments arre focused on
n two majorr activities. The
T first activity is to ennhance the production
p
capabilitiies for 1k² dettector format or
o more (undeer CNES conttract). The second activity aaims to demon
nstrate the
capabilitiies to fabricatte 2k detectorrs. Major achiievements hav
ve been demo
onstrated as deescribed exten
nsively in
[8]:
- Hybridizationn: in the frame of ESA study
y, Sofradir has demonnstrated (on internal
fundings)hybridization cap
pabilities up too 2428x2428 format, with a 15µm pixell pitch. Mechaanical test
vehicles havee been fabricaated, with a nnumber of deffects complian
nt to the fabrrication standards. One
should also note
n
that Sofraadir is also deeveloping hyb
bridization technology for ssmall pixel pittch, down
to 10µm
- Large detectioon circuits (un
nder CNES coontract): a larg
ge number of processes aree needed to ob
btain large
detection circcuits, from CZ
ZT ingot fabriication to phottodiode proceess on large CZ
CZT substratess. Sofradir
and CEA-LE
ETI have show
wn excellent ccontrol of CZ
ZT ingots fabrrication. 3.5’’’ CZT substraate size is
now under prroduction at So
ofradir. HgCddTe epilayer deposition
d
(Fig
g.9) is well-coontrolled and within
w
the
production staandard (uniformity of thickkness, crystallographic quallity and uniforrmity, expecteed lambda
cut-off and itts dispersion over the waffer). Photodio
ode processes on large subbstrates have also been
demonstratedd.
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Figg. 9: Sofradir HgCdTe
H
epilaayer deposited
d by LPE on Sofradir susbtrrates

VII. Roaddmap schemaatic
Future treends for forthcoming developments are tthe following, see Fig. 10.
- Enhance optim
mized p/n tech
hnology: resuults given in th
his paper show
w that the imprrovements of
performance can be achiev
ved with CEA--LETI technollogy. Further developmentss still necessarry to
improve the performance.
p
- Evaluate the APD
A
solution for scientific applications requiring
r
low noise in the m
medium flux range:
r
This requires to better undeerstand the lim
mitations of th
he APD techno
ology and the limitations off CTIA
imput stage at
a ROIC level.
- Availability of
o large formaat at CEA/LET
TI and Sofradiir: with the ob
bjectives to folllow up the technology
developmentss in order to in
ncrease infrareed focal planee arrays to a laarge format off class 2 k or more).
m
p/n technology optimizatio
on for low
dark current : first demonsstrations

Furth
her developm
ments to
ench
hance perform
mance

APD technology and CTIA
A design:
on
assess the cuurrent limitatio

Desiign optimization APD
+CT
TIA for low no
oise and low
flux detectors

Large formaat IR focal plan
ne arrays:
large substraate developmeent and
transfer to prroduction

Availability of larrge IR FPA

Fig. 10:: future develoopment trendss in infrared teechnologies to
o fit the requirrements of futuure Earth Obsservation
sspace mission
ns
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